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By Mackenzie McKade

Samhain Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 232 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x
5.5in. x 0.8in.When the devil tempts an angel, it doesnt matter who made the first move. Ties that
Bind, Book 3San Antonio is a far cry from the lifestyle Tess gave up in California, but shell do
anything to help her siblings adjust to the loss of their parents. Even set aside her own needs and
desires, which means ignoring the sinfully sexy cowboy next door. But when dealing with three
teens pushes her to the breaking point, she reaches out to the same man she snubbed. She gets
more than she anticipates when his friend joins in and she gets the fantasy night of a lifetime.
Theres no fighting the chemistry that keeps tugging at her long after that night, but she has to think
about whats best for her siblingsand keep her teaching job. Clancy Wisemans bad-boy reputation is
as bad as they come. He doesnt do relationships, preferring kinky mnages to keep things from
getting serious. Besides, who would want a man with a family legacy of abuseOne night with Tess
turns everything upside down. Shes everything he isnt, yet he cant get past the...
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ReviewsReviews

Totally one of the best publication I have got ever go through. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I discovered this pdf from my dad and i
recommended this book to discover.
-- Ma disyn K uhlm a n-- Ma disyn K uhlm a n

I actually started looking over this ebook. It is definitely simplified but excitement inside the 50 percent of your ebook. You are going to like just how the
blogger create this ebook.
-- Efr en Swift-- Efr en Swift
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